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Do we really know the uncertainty of the 
proton radius?



How is the proton radius measured?

Electron scattering
-Form factor FF → proton radius rp

-FF appears at first order

Electronic hydrogen spectroscopy
-rp appears at a very high order
-small effect among small effects
- remarkable exper. precision

Muonic hydrogen spectroscopy
-rp has much larger effect, ~10^7 times larger



Crash course in spectroscopic 
physics

 smaller size
 wave function

 bigger
 proton size

 effect



Hydrogen spectrum:
two parameters

the Rydberg constant 

the proton charge radius 

2 parameters



Recall: size of discrepancy = 7 sigma

In units of electronicelectronic radius' error 

 

In fact, we find (as will be seen)...
7 sigma = 2-3 sigma + non-robust fit procedure

We make tentative claim: 
problem is with electronicelectronic 
hydrogen

Present scope:Present scope:
H spectroscopic H spectroscopic 
datadata



(Non-)robustness, defined

•Robust statisticRobust statistic = resistant to errors in 
the results produced by deviations from 
assumptions 

  

What’s been 
reported
for the 

uncertainty
of  rp is

exquisitely 
sensitive

to procedure

•  NON-ROBUST

NON-ROBUST

Ex:



(fm)

Fitting spectroscopic data

predicted 
uncertainties; 

confidence 
region non-

existent!

A fact not 
shown 

elsewhere
{



(fm)

Fitting spectroscopic data

400,000 
units of chi-

squared NON-ROBUSTNON-ROBUST

Taking rp → rp - .01 fm =  disaster



Validating theoryValidating theory

Code: 
transcribing 
75 years of 
theory; 
28,000 
characters in 
Mathematica

1S2S: THE 
PROBLEM “one-point fit”



We throw out 
the 1S2S; our 
results still 
compare well 
with expt

 

Validating theoryValidating theory



TENSION 1S has the largest theory uncertainty, 
estimated at 3kHz - 30 kHz

35 Hz is by far the smallest experimental uncertainty

“However, one thing can be stated with certainty: the exact agreement of 
those two ultra-precise 1S2S measurements with the QED calculations cannot 
be considered as a confirmation of the QED theory, because it is the result of 
the fitting of the fundamental constants based on these (and other) 
transitions.'' A. Kramida,Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables, 96, 586 (2010)

The answer is known but not advertised

ONE EXACT FIT HAPPENS TRIVIALLY



If an experimental 
point has an 
uncertainty far 
smaller than its 
theoretical 
uncertainty...

fit may 
constrain 
parameters to 
a wrong 
subspace...

outlier in the data space 
of experimental uncertainties

… sometimes the 
best data point 
should be thrown 
out

exp

theory



Our independent analysis of the 
spectroscopic basis for the puzzle

contours
1,2,3 sigma CL

Previous 
analysis, 
highly sensitive
to small effects

(fm)

muonic
value

electronic H
spectroscopy

ROBUSTROBUST

1S2S deleted



Our independent analysis of the 
spectroscopic basis for the puzzle

contours
1,2,3 sigma CL

previous 
analysis, 
highly sensitive
to small effects

(fm)

muonic
value

electronic H
spectroscopy

ThanksThanks



Proton Size 
Puzzle: 

“charge radius” from muonic 
hydrogen disagrees with electron 

data

 definitions ?

 new physics of 
muons ?

 fitting the form 
factor ?

 muon atomic 
physics  ?

WHY 
?

what?

muonic atom

spectroscopy

MAMI, JLAB



An unusual case needing careful
 “sensitivity analysis”

“In statistics a robust confidence interval 
is a robust modification of confidence 
intervals, meaning that one modifies the 
non-robust calculations of the confidence 
interval so that they are not badly affected 
by outlying or aberrant observations in a 
data-set.

There are various definitions of a "robust 
statistic." Strictly speaking, a robust 
statistic is resistant to errors in the results, 

produced by deviations from assumptions . 
”

what’s been reported
for the uncertainty

of  r_p is
exquisitely sensistive

to procedure 



What’s new: previous analysis of 
electronic H is unreliable.
Biased by a novel kind of 

“outlier” 
in a scientifically 

conservative
approach, the outlier 

will be removed
dramatic effect on

the error bars

electron scattering
very competitive



What’s so sensitive to 
analysis?

muonic atom?  Easy theory,
direct experiment. Getting muons
 in place is real hard. Simple analysis.
electron scattering?  Leading order theory, 

plus work. Long history of experimental 
consistency.

Numerous checks and balances.
electronic hydrogen? The most difficult theory, 

and at very high orders.  A very small tiny 
effect is buried under many other very small 

effects. Superb experimental data.

What checks and balances?



given

How do inputs 
affect outputs? 

Review is over. 
Our contribution 

starts here

Accept the “theory”
as given by typing

formulas
while correcting a few errors

Theory: 75 years
28000 

keystrokes
mathematica!  In C++, estimate 

260000

Breit, Dirac, Bethe...Yennie, 
Sapirstein, 

Ericson,Brodsky...Eides, 
Grotch, Shelyuto, Borie, 

Karshenboim, Mohr, 
Kotochigova, Pachucki, 

Yerokin et al, Jenstchura...



compare 
two versions

of theory
on two machines;

round off error
under control

Review is over. 
Our contribution 

starts here

no theory errors listed here

1S2S

JM+JPRexperiment



We speak Atomic

the term “Lamb shift” can mean the particular 
splitting of one transition observed by Willis 
Lamb in 1945, or it (more often) means 
everything beyond the bound state prediction of 
the Dirac equation as relativistic quantum 
mechanics...not quantum field theory

* natural units are frequency. It’s what’s measured

* planck’s constant errors are unacceptably large

* ground state frequency 

* proton size effect 1.5 Mhz in electronic H

* To measure size to 0.1% in electronic H
 needs 1 kHz theory errors 



Hydrogen spectrum:
two (2) parameters

the Rydberg constant 

the proton charge radius 

2-parameter theory

the fine structure constant
given

the proton/electron mass ratio given

Far better determined by other experiments:

but these two are highly correlated

given



mass-cubed size effect

assuming
a cubic 

atom

We speak Atomic



Data Analysis
Mysteriously “Stiff”

Extreme sensitivity,
disgusting resolution.

1S2S makes super skinny 
chi^2 contour plots

defy machine accuracy

what’s going on?  

a puzzle 
inside a puzzle



Fact:
any ONE transition gives ONE 

datum
for two parameters

“Concept of 
Counting”

1S2S

a different transition

...the result is a particular
line of degeneracy 
from a one-point fit

You’ll then fit
 the whole data set...

...no single datum should matter that 
much...



“Concept Slide”

ENTER, the 
experimental 
uncertainties

1S
2S

“sm
all”

“medi
um”

ONE ultra-precise point 
dominates

1S2S



Prediction of Concept Slide 

1S2S

Yet the theory is not exact. 
 Theory errors >> 35 Hz

The result: extreme sensitivity to
 theory errors of 1S2S 

ultra-precise
1S2S => “exact” constraint
on fitted parameters    

insert
800 lb
gorilla

graphic
here



Theoretical uncertainties: Not well 
controlled

Leading log expansion breaks down

3-digit accuracy 
 Yet different calculations 

differ by 100%
(yerokin et al)

a part of the 2-loop self energy:

1S uncertainty estimated the 
largest, 

maybe 3kHz - 30 kHz

is by far the smallest experimental uncertainty

Meanwhile:

jenschura pachucki 2003
eides et al 2007, 2000



1S2S one-point trivial fit predicts everything... when included

0.8 * CODATA2010 
using 82 (28) parameters

Estimate with first non-trivial point:

1S2S

with...



In case you 
missed the point:  
The ultra-precise 
datum forces a 
perfect fit by 

circular procedure 

data fitting roulette:
cyclically permute 

sigmas. cycle 35 Hz 
through all

each permutation
 yields tiny error bars

p
e
rm

u
ta

ti
o
n

the set lies far outside the error 
bars !



There is a 
certain  

confidence 
region in 

the 

plane

...all the 
points in one 

region are 
more than 

10,000 units 
of chi-

squared 
different 
from the 

other
 

With the 1S2S extreme sensitivity,

Why are people citing
raw “uncertainties”?



(fm
)

Regardless of the rest of the data
...or correctness of theory...

try to use what’s reliable

will lie on this 
line

whenever
1S2S included

predicted 
uncertainties

Thin bars: CODATA2010 (includes 1S2S) (reports no confidence 
region!) 
Red Segment:  our confidence region including 1S2S (thick for 
visibility)

ellipses:
no 1S2S



We recommend assessing the proton 
size problem on the basis of:

- simple robust analysis
- minimal sensitivity to uncertain quantities

- comparing protons to protons

1S2S deleted

1S2S deleted



thanks!



why bother with muonic atom ?
“to improve measurement of

the Rydberg constant”
finite size causes 
annoying uncertainty of

 

“quantum
defect”
ignored
by Bohr;

re-appears
in Dirac

spectrum

J. Rydberg

“13.6 eV”.



(fm
)

the 1S2S
degeneracy 

line

another line 

Any transition might have 
dominated...
they can’t all be correct

the “other” line shown is barely within 2 
-sigma



Proton size has previous been quantified 
relative to world’s smallest-ever sigma

purpose is “to periodically provide the international scientific and 
technological communities with an internationally accepted set of values of 
the fundamental physical constants and closely related conversion factors 

for use worldwide.'' 



global fit to all constants149 input data
82 parameters

25 experimental input data
28 adjustable constants

# free parameters = # data+3
Table XVIII shows 50 ``principal input data for the determination of the 2010
 recommended value of the Rydberg constant $R_{\infty}$''.

However 25 of the 50 are theory parameters treated as adjustable constants
That makes one “additive correction” per energy level 

Actually, more than100 externally chosen parameters 
are introduced to fit three (3) physical constants

adjusted in fit

sector most relevant
to proton radius:



What size of electronic theory error is 
needed?

Suppose the muonic data and theory 
are correct

(Hz)

(fm)

lines=1S2S degeneracy line
for a given Rydberg offset muonic 

measurement





One astonishing QED prediction now 
explained

1S2S exact agreement experiment v calculated

`` the values of the constants... are correlated, particularly those for $R_{\infty}$ 
and $r_{p}$... The uncertainty of the calculated value for the $1s-2s$ frequency 
in hydrogen is increased by a factor of about 500 if such correlations are 
neglected.''

Jentschura, Kotochigova, LeBigot, Mohr, Taylor

Jentschura, Kotochigova, LeBigot, Mohr, Taylor

“However, one thing can be stated with certainty: the exact agreement of 
those two ultra-precise 1S2S measurements with the QED calculations cannot 
be considered as a confirmation of the QED theory, because it is the result of 
the fitting of the fundamental constants based on these (and other) 
transitions.'' 

A. Kramida,Atomic Data and Nuclear Data Tables, 96, 586 (2010)

Okay.  500 x 46 Hz = 23000 Hz theory uncertainty
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